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 The overall objective of the project “Spark the Use of STEAM in Preschool Education” is to

lay the foundations for the implementation and uptake of the STEAM (Science, Technology,

Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) approach in Early Childhood Education, by making

knowledge and activities related to Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics

available for early childhood education teachers and children (from 3 to 6 years old).

This project aims to give preschool teachers (in-service and pre-service) the chance to

advance their understanding of the STEAM approach and activities and subsequently will

enhance their capacity for providing high-quality education. By developing a set of new

STEAM activities and capacitating teachers to reuse and adjust them in an education context,

they will be also developing innovation competencies supporting their professional and

personal development. 

Small-scale research was conducted in both partner countries, Greece and Portugal, with the

participation of 15 in-service Early Childhood Educators. Most of them describe STEAM as an

interdisciplinary approach to education or as a new method of teaching and can analyse the

STEAM acronym. A few of them were not aware of STEAM or described STEAM as “robotics”.

In addition, 9 out of 15 teachers use STEAM in their classrooms. However, all the participants

agreed that the reason for not applying STEAM in the classroom or the difficulties that they

have in the classroom has three main reasons: a) lack of educational material and lesson

activities, b) lack of technological equipment (e.g. robots), and c) lack of appropriate

knowledge and training.   

These were also their suggestions to be able to apply STEAM in their classrooms: a) STEAM

training courses and training for teachers, b) educational STEAM material for easy STEAM

activities without expensive equipment, and c) technological equipment if possible. 

Taking into consideration the aim of the project, a brief literature review about STEAM in

Early Childhood Education, and the needs of the in- and pre-service teachers regarding

STEAM we designed the present eBook. Our aim is to enhance STEAM awareness of the

teachers in a simple and effective way! For this reason, we designed a brief STEAM guide and

STEAM activities ready to be implemented in the classroom and demystifying the need for

high-tech resources.
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STEP 1. PROBLEM – we are trying to identify a problem from a story, a fairy tale, etc.

STEP II. INQUIRY – we are using scientific inquiry; we are searching for information; we

use brainstorming, and we record our ideas.

STEP III. DESIGNING & TESTING – we draw our plan, or our ideas-constructions and we

test them.

STEP IV. CONCLUSIONS & PRESENTATION – we present our final findings and our

restrictions.

STEM is the acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics introduced by

the National Science Foundation in the early decade of 1990 (NRC, 2009). It describes all the

educational policies or programs that involve one or more of the STEM disciplines (Bybee,

2010). Lately, the Arts are introduced as a new way to promote creativity and innovation in

STEM (Stemtosteam, n.d.), forming the new term STEAM which mainly defines an integrative

approach to practices, content, and skills approaching STEAM areas as one (Morrison &

Bartlett, B., 2009). 

According to Bryan et al. (2016), STEAM can be described as “the teaching and learning of the

content and practices of disciplinary knowledge which include science and/or mathematics through

the integration of the practices of engineering and engineering design of relevant technologies”. 

In Early Childhood Education (ECE) the most challenging discipline is the “E” -Engineering.

However, Engineering can be easily combined with all the other disciplines or Language Arts

and Literature (Pantoya et al., 2015) mainly through a problem-solving process, the

Engineering Design Process (EDP). 

In this Project a four-stage EDP is being followed to design and develop appropriate STEAM

activities and lessons for ECE according to Ioannou & Mourouzidou (2021):

Would you like to know more about STEAM?
You can visit https://steamit.eun.org/about-the-project/the-framework/ to study the first

European framework for integrated STEM teaching.

https://steamit.eun.org/about-the-project/the-framework/
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After exploring the story 'The magic pencil' by
Zbigniew Czernelecki with children, ask

children if they notice that the magic pencil
draws in grey, but then the objects or food

have the right colours. Arise the problem on
how the pencil has all colours or just some

that mixed create a new colour.

Allow children to explore the result when
mixing colours. You can use plasticine, paint,

coloured pencils, etc. Provide them with a
paper sheet to test and a ‘technical’ sheet for
them to register their findings, in which they

are aware that by adding (+) one colour to
another they reach a new colour/result (=).

Sum-up the children’s findings, concluding with them that the pencil would only
need red, blue and yellow to have the other colours. Agree on a way to present
their findings, and create a final presentation with them - for instance by using 3
pocket lamps that represent each colour as explained in this video by The Dad
Lab channel on YouTube, testing the optimal distance between the lamps and
the wall (or other projection space) to guarantee results.

Sum-up the new conclusions about how mixing colours work despite the material or technology
used (you can give more examples of other resources). And prepare with them a final
presentation to their parents or other school audience, using the lights with colours, and Legos’
elements to tell a part of the Magic Pencil story like a coloured shadow theatre!

Watch
the video

'The magic pencil' by Zbigniew Czernelecki (book or vídeo from YouTube telling the
story).
Plasticine, paint, coloured pencils, etc.
Paper sheets.
Markers (blue, green, red).
Torches.
Adhesive tape.
Lego's elements.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5DW6wJT3b8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5DW6wJT3b8
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After watching the movie 'A Joy Story: Joy and Heron' with children, you can focus
on the floating boat and ask children about why boats float. Talk about water
sports using boats or other types of floating elements and wondering how all these
float, challenge children to create their own floating boats for a water competition. 

Create a space with a water container and different objects, inviting children to try out which
objects float and which do not. Follow their search and attempts, and register all the results in a
whiteboard or flipchart. In the end of this activity, debate with children which objects float and
why (due to the size, weight, quantity of water, etc.), asking them to measure the objects (using a
measuring tape) and weight them (using a scale); also, debate how the size, for instance, does not
always matter (e.g. compare a small rubber ball with a bigger one).

Acknowledging the differences between which objects float or not, invite children to create
their boat for the competition using plasticine. Guide them into the process of creating and
testing their boats in the water container, as plasticine only floats if in the right shape.
Give them the time and space to mix plasticine colours, add thin sticks or toothpicks, and small
pieces of paper to come up with a beautiful sailing boat.

Watch
the video

The movie 'A Joy Story: Joy and Heron' by Kyra Buschor, Constantin Paeplow,
Kenneth Kuan (2018).
Plastic container and water.
Several objects that float and that don't float.
Measuring tape, scale.
Plasticine, thin sticks/toothpick, paper sheets.
Mobile phone with a timer.

Ask for their help to decorate the water container for the plasticine boats competition. One by
one, each child must put the boat into the water and blow to reach the other side of the
container faster. For each turn, the time of the travel is counted using a mobile phone with a
timer. The faster wins!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR-JFks6uI0
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By reading the story 'Big friends' by Linda Sarah & Benji Davies, you can introduce a new child in
the class and/or the importance of friendship. Ask children about what it means for them to
have friends, what words come to their minds. Ask children which element the three friends
from the book had to play - a cardboard box! And invite them to rebuild one for the class.  

Decide with children how you will all decorate the cardboard box (e.g. to be a pirate boat, a
castle, a car, etc - you can find plenty of guidelines online). Design a sketch in a whiteboard or
flipchart, receiving the suggestion of children of what elements are part of your project for the
cardboard box. Agree with children who are responsible for the creation of each part/element of
the project, making them count the number of steps/elements needed and split the work among
the number of children. Declare ‘let us roll up our sleeves and get on with it’!

Support children building their personalised cardboard box for the class. When possible, involve
them in measuring and glueing to train their maths skills and understand the different parts in a
construction. During the process and/or in the end, take the opportunity when children are
moving the cardboard box (e.g. with one child inside and other pulling the box) to call for the
children attention and talk about the movement and strength - the difference between when
they move the box without elements and children and when the box is heavier; the difference in
the speed of movement if the box is heavier or not. 

'Big friends' by Linda Sarah & Benji Davies (book or vídeo from YouTube telling the
story).
Cardboard box, measuring tape, glue, etc.
Mobile phone to take photos, and printer.

Recreate the images of the friends in the book with the children. Present them the images of the
book again, and ask them to act just like in the book - they are free to get accessories and release
the actor/actress they have inside them! Ask children to take photos using a tablet or mobile
phone and apply cartoon or illustration filters to make them seem part of the book. Print them
and expose the photos nearby the cardboard box project.
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After reading “The Gruffalo” story,
discuss with the children the main
takeaways (problem solving and

creativity to outsmart the
predators). Invite them to build a
burrow (house) for the mouse to

live safely with his family.

Decide with children how you will build and decorate
the mouse’s house (e.g. in wood and vegetation piles)
and take the time to explore the mouse habitat with
children. Investigate the materials needed and the

measurements required to build a solid and safe
structure for the mouse. Agree with children who will

be responsible for each part of the project, making
them count the steps needed to complete the task.

Support children in building a house for the mouse by collecting their ideas and designing a
model to follow. Explore how the sticks fit together, how many you need, how tall the structure
can be before it falls, how to use play dough/soil/vegetation to stabilise the structure. Begin by
letting children experiment and build models of the house and introduce the concepts of gravity
and forces. Let children decorate the mouse’s house reinforcing the nature elements that
compose its habitat. Create a design for paper puppets of the animals in the story for the final
presentation of the project.

Prepare the paper puppets of the animals and retell the story, record this activity with a
smartphone/tablet so you have your very own “The Gruffalo” story in video.

'The Gruffalo' by Julia Donaldson (book or vídeo from YouTube telling the story).
Paper sheets.
Wooden sticks and other materials (e.g. leaves).
Glue, yarn.
Paper puppets.
Smartphone/tablet.
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After watching the short film 'Coin Operated' with children, discuss the importance
of objectives and dreams and what we can do to achieve them. Together with
children, identify a common objective they would like to achieve for the class (e.g. a
new game or book). How can they make the necessary money? introduce the
activity of building a lemonade stand to help them achieve their objective. 

Decide together with the children how to build the lemonade stand and decorate it. Have a
white board or flipchart ready to gather the children’s suggestions (e.g. how big, how stable,
materials and measurements needed) and draw a model. Decide on a lemonade recipe together -
there are plenty of recipes online for you to follow. Agree with children who will be responsible
for building the stand and who will make the lemonade and organise groups with the steps they
need to follow. 

Support the children building and decorating the lemonade stand and preparing the lemonade
recipe. When possible, involve them in measuring both the materials for the stand and the
quantities needed of water, lemon juice and sugar (optional) for the lemonade. Allow children to
taste the lemonade in the different steps of the process for them to explore and compare the
acidity of the lemon juice in comparison to the water. This process will allow children to work on
their science and maths skills. Decide the price of the lemonade (e.g. 0,50€) and help children
count how many coins they need to reach their objective.

Watch
the video

The movie 'Coin Operated' by Nicholas Arioli (2017).
Materials to create a lemonade stand (table, flag, etc.).
Water and lemons, measurer.
Coins.
 Smartphone or tablet.

Support children in filming a small commercial for the lemonade stand using a smartphone or
tablet and share it with parents. Place the lemonade stand in a common part of your school and
have children fully decorate it to attract customers (e.g. parents, grandparents, educators) and
sell enough to reach the goal!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L4DQfVIcdg
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After watching the film 'Holla Llamigo'
with children, explore the notion of using
pinatas for celebrations in South American
countries. Decide on a celebration day for
the class and invite the children to build a
pinata!

Create a working space for the
activity as it can get messy! Decide
with the children how to build a
pinata and what materials you will
need (balloon, flour, water,
newspaper, paint, string, stick,
candy or stickers). Prepare a
flipchart/white board to collect
the children’s suggestions on the
measurements needed for each
material and how to decorate the
pinata. Introduce the notion of
force movement needed to open
the pinata once it's ready. There
are a lot of tutorials online to get
inspired.

Support the children in building the pinata. Whenever
possible, have them measure the paper cuts and the
quantities of water and flour to prepare the paper
paste to cover the inflated balloon. Explain the need to
let the paste dry out (the balloon should have at least 3
layers of paste) and solidify and the role of the starch
glue created by mixing water, paper cuts and flour. In
an outdoor space, decide where to hang the pinata
using a string. Take this opportunity to measure the
optimal distance from the ground to place your pinata
and explore the different movements involved when
striking it with a stick. Help children decorate the
pinata and choose what treats will be inside.

Watch
the video

The movie 'Holla Llamigo' by Charlie Parisi and Christina Chang (2015).
Balloon, flour, water, newspaper, paint, string, stick, candy or stickers, etc.
Paper sheets, measurer.
 Smartphone or tablet.

Finish decorating the space to the final celebration where the pinata is open. Make a video using
a smartphone/tablet so the class can recall the happy celebration and share it with parents!
Note: You can build more than one pinata and make a competition out of it!

Watch
the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi0iUOnMh_E
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Before watching/reading the
whole film/story tale 'The Three

Little Pigs and the Bad Wolf' with
children, we have our challenge!

We need to build our own home to
avoid the wolf! 

Support children to discuss the material they need to
build the perfect house to protect the three little pigs! 
In a large piece of paper or on a whiteboard write down

their ideas! Support their online research about
“buildings”, “strong buildings” and “material we use in

buildings”.  Record their ideas in their own way
(drawings) and write down their new ideas! 

Divide the children in small groups, and offer material available in a classroom:
1. Children design the house that they will build for the little pigs in a paper sheet (Design).
2. Children construct their building with any material available (Wooden blocks, plastic blocks,
wrapping paper, cardboards, recycling material (packages),  playdough, straws, etc.).
3. Ask children to record their buildings using a tablet or a smartphone.
4. Educators act as bad wolves and try to destroy their buildings. If this is an easy task for them,
educators can introduce a new problem (e.g. earthquake) to test their buildings.

Children improve their designs, and present their final solutions. They also share their records
(photographs) about their building using a tablet or a smartphone.
Finally, they watch the film-story of the three little pigs. 

'The Three Little Pigs and the Bad Wolf' animated by Disney (book or movie).
Tablets/Computer/Smartphone.
Paper sheets, coloured pencils.
Materials to build the house (Wooden blocks, plastic blocks, wrapping paper,
cardboards, recycling material (packages),  playdough, straws, etc.).
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We all know the story about the tortoise and
the hare… but which animal is the fastest in

the forest? (Including wild animals)

How can we find which is the fastest animal?  
Write down the ideas shared by children. 
Who is faster? Why?
Introduce the notion of speed. 
Speed is defined as the distance covered per
unit of time (speed = distance/time).
In simple words: We can run a distance to find
out who is faster! 

Design a race between children and between
animals. Each child will be given an animal to
represent. Invite children to research about
the animals and its characteristics using the
internet or any books available, support them
in this activity. Children create-draw their
own version of the animals.  
Organise groups of two children:
1. From a common start point to a common
endpoint (faster is the one which completes
the race in the lower time) – record the times.
2. From a common point for a certain amount
of time – e.g. 4 seconds. (Faster is the one who
covers more distance in the same amount of
time) – measure the distances.

Children record their data and present their
speed – scores. Finally, decide together who is
the fastest and justify the final result
according to the data collected. 

'The Tortoise and the Hare' by Aesop (book or vídeo from YouTube telling the story).
Tablets/Computer/Smartphone.
Timer, measurer.
Paper sheets.
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In a small village, not far from
here, a farmer faces a critical

challenge! The river has
overflown its banks after a
sudden rainstorm! But the

farmer needs to cross the river! 
The farmer needs a permanent
solution to avoid overflowing

problems. 

How can the farmer cross the river? Which is the safest
way to cross the river? What if he needs a permanent

solution? What if he does know how to swim? What if he
needs to cross the river with his tractor? What can he

create or construct?
Support children to express their ideas and write down

their ideas on a whiteboard. A boat can be a solution, but
what if the farmer needs his tractor?

We need a bridge! What do we need to construct a bridge?
 

Educators support children in searching for several bridges across the world. (e.g. Brooklyn
Bridge, New York City, New York, Ponte Vecchio, Florence, Italy, Golden Gate Bridge, San
Francisco, California or traditional bridges like the Historical Bridge of Arta, Greece). Bridges
can be constructed with several materials e.g. iron, wood, rocks etc. Children in small groups
design their own bridges and build their models using material available in the classroom
(cardboards, wooden blocks, Legos etc.). Children test their bridge under several circumstances
with the help from educators (e.g. heavy toy vehicles, strong wind, earthquakes etc.). Children
record their testing with tablets.

Children analyse their results, and suggest improvements.
Finally, all the class together design and draw the best possible bridge and send it by email to
the farmer! Educators support children in this activity.

Tablets/Computer/Smartphone.
Paper sheets, coloured pencils.
Materials to build the bridge (Wooden blocks, plastic blocks, wrapping paper,
cardboards, recycling material (packages), playdough, straws, etc.).
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From the ancient years until now, Piraeus and
Porto have been important harbours for

trading and transporting! Suddenly, all the
boats disappeared… 

We need to build new boats for Greece and
Portugal! What do we need to overcome this

challenge? 

What do we know about boats? What are
boats made of? What type of boats do we

know? Is the material important? 
Support children in searching for different

types of boats across the ages. 
Gradually introduce and inquire children’s
ideas about sinking and floating concepts! 

Invite children to design their own boats in groups of two. 
Make available different material for every group of children (e.g. plastic, wood, paper,
playdough, rocks, glue, tape, etc.). 
Help children test their boats in a small container filled with water.
Record the results and which boats sink or float using a tablet or smartphone. 
Help children individually fill out a record sheet. 

Children analyse their results, and decide the best material to build new boats.
Finally, all the class together design and build a new boat for Piraeus and Porto harbours!
Record the final constructions using a tablet or smartphone.

Tablets/Computer/Smartphone.
Paper sheets, coloured pencils.
Materials to build the boats (Wooden blocks, plastic blocks, wrapping paper,
cardboards, recycling material (packages), playdough, straws, etc.).
Plastic container and water.
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Catapults were a strong tool for Greek and
Portuguese people. Dionysius the Elder, was
the first one who design a catapult. Wooden
catapult in front of the city gate of Obidos is
one of the seven wonders of Portugal. Lets

construct a new catapult for Greece and
Portugal.

What do we know about catapults? How can
we design a wooden catapult? What type of

catapults do we know? Which forces of
physics are present in a catapult?

Support children in searching for different
types of catapults across ages and across

countries. Gradually introduce and inquire
children’s ideas about forces in Science

Education. 

Invite children to design their own catapults
in small groups.
Make available different material for every
group (e.g. plastic, wood, paper, rubber
bands,wooden cubes, glue, tape, etc.).
Provide a testing platform for their
catapults and facilitate a discussion about
the results of the constructions.
Help children fill out a worksheet about the
materials and the stages of the construction
of the catapults, individually. 

Children analyse their results, and decide the
best material to build a catapult in teams.
The class together builds a catapult and, with
the support form the educator, compiles the
instructions to construct a model of catapult
for Piraeus and Portugal.

Tablets/Computer/Smartphone.
Paper sheets, coloured pencils.
Materials to build the catapult (Wooden blocks, plastic blocks, wrapping paper,
cardboards, recycling material (packages), playdough, straws, etc.).

https://www.hellenicaworld.com/Greece/Person/en/DionysiusIOfSyracuse.html
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Civil engineers are engineers who design structures, from bridges and buildings to train tracks
and roller coasters! The three little pigs try to make a construction to enjoy. Let's help them to
design their own roller coaster.
Three little pigs try to construct their own roller coaster. How can we help them?

What do we know about roller coasters? Where do we find roller coasters?
How can we design a roller coaster? Which forces of physics are present in a roller coaster?
Support children in searching for different types of roller coasters in different European
countries.
Educators inquire children’s ideas about forces in Science Education that act on roller coasters. 

Invite children to design their own roller coasters, in small groups.
Make available different material for every group (e.g. wooden sticks, toilet rolls, rubber bands,
wooden cubs, small foam balls, glue, tape, etc.). 
Provide a testing platform for their roller coasters and facilitate a discussion about the results of
the constructions.
Help children fill out a worksheet about the materials and the stages of the construction of the
roller coasters.

Tablets/Computer/Smartphone.
Paper sheets, coloured pencils.
Materials to build the roller coaster (Wooden blocks, plastic blocks, wrapping paper,
cardboards, recycling material (packages), playdough, straws, etc.).

Children analyse their results, and decide on the best material to build a roller coaster in small
teams.
The class together builds a roller coaster and, with the support form the educator, compiles the
instructions to construct a model of roller coaster for Piraeus and Portugal.
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